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MIXED VIEWS

"Wai ting for Godot"

NIS FACULTY NEWS

BRAVE UNDERTAKING
by Lawrence Marks
A country road. A tree. Evening. "Nothing happens, nobody
comes, nobody goes, it's awful." This is Samuel Beckett's tragicomedy, Waiting For Godot , a cornerstone of modern absurdist
literature that shocked audiences in its American premiere in
1959, and was presented here in the Little Theatre on July 13,
14, and 15.
David Parker, as Estragon, played his role with little emotion
and even less understand ing. He relied on his mugging and gesturing, placing them above the lines which he mouthed rather than
interpreted. Denny Wise played Mr. Martin in last year's The Bald
Soprano and Vladimir in this show. In each, Mr. Wise won. (Both
Mr . Martin and Vladimir were soundly defeated and have not, as
yet, requested a rematch.) Again, there was no feeling for the
role. His movements were awkward and unnatural and his reactions
to the others on s t age were nonexistent. There was no sense of
team effort by Mr. Parker and Mr. Wise. Each played by and for
himself , ignoring the essential fact that Estragon and Vladimir
are inseparable and cannot function without one another.
Granted, Estragon and Vladimir are stock types and perhaps
the oldest comic team in the world, but they cannot be played as
such . The audience must recognize them as clowns but must
also see itself and all humanity wrapped up in these two. Laurel
& Hardy's immense comic success was based on the fact that
they showed genuine concern for their situation, each other, and
their relationships. Without this , their comedy would have fallen
flat and their performances reduced to a series of one liners and
pratfalls . There must exist a strong visible bond between Estragon
and Vladimir -- a bond heavy enough to keep these two opposites
together thro,ugh all the nothing that the y experience . Mr . P arker
played only to the audience. Mr. Wise played to no one .
James Chambers' · Pozzo was adequate. As was the case with
the others, he did not underline his superficialities with any
sincere feeling . Clifford J acobsak, as the boy , succeeded in
muffing one of his three lines.
Arnold Raiff as the beaten , dragged , oppressed and haggard
Lucky (the greatest misnomer in all literature) was genuinely
exciting. The role is exhaustingly demanding, one that is virtually unnoticed (except for one monologue) during the play; yet
it is totally essential to the production. He serves to reinforce
the weariness of the situation (and the audience) through his
continual tongue wagging and panting, and his one flight of freedom (consisting of a ra mbling, disjointed two-page monologue accompanied by an uncontrolled ballet) grabbing hold of every member of the audience, momentarily dazzling him, giving him the
faint promise that something might still happen ...
Mr. Raiff was dynamic, although in spots a bit unintelligible
during his "event" and, as might be expected , he thoroughly
overwhelmed the audience.
The almost bare, three-quarter, round stage was used effectively and the simplicity of the set was striking. Scenery consisted of
a small, four-foot tree which, according to the program credits,
took eight people to construct. That comes to six inches of tree
per person .
The show was a brave undertaking for director Patrick Conlon
who did a commendable job with what he had . The flaws were
based mainly on the small amount of time Conlon had left after
the casting was completed. Cas t changes were being made up to
a nd through the first week of rehearsal , a major problem for any
production, but even more so for one in which "nothing happens,
nobody comes, nobody goes ... "

INTERPRETER'S THEATRE PERFORMS
"S CR EWT APE "
The Interpreter's Theatre, under the direction of Mrs . Lionel
A. Waisman, presented Screwtape Letters by C.S . Lewis on July
13 . The selection was various letters written by Screwtape to his
nephew, Wormwood, a young devil on his first attempt to gain a
a soul. The letters were ai med at a thinking audience who would
catch the nuances and ironic subtlies. However, the performance
was marred by its length which tried to cover too much in the time
allotted, and left too many large gaps between digs. The organization could have been made more cohesive by following a chronological story line or by a them atic assignment of letters to the
different interpreters.
Despite these drawbacks , Mike Kovitz and the four actresses,
Judy Yordan , Elva House, Rosie O'Grady , and Lititia Koziol
performed very well. The textures of the presentations were distinct and contrasting enough to be interesting. Letitia Koziol was
especially good when playi ng the cat or the centipede.
The Interpreter's Theatre has shown that it can handle a
piece effectively. It is hoped th at they will continue in their
efforts and that they will s earch for more compatible selections.

On July 11 , the Board of Higher
Education approved the new
basic program and gave Northeastern permission to develop
new curriculums in Liberal Arts
and Secondary Teacher Preparation. The Liberal Arts and
Secondary Education majors,
therefore, will be presented to
the boards over the next year.

David Parker , Arnold Raif!, Denny Wise, James Chambers As they appeared in
Beckets' "Wa iting For God ot"

"Waiting for Godot"

WAITING WITHOUT RESPITE
by K. Korzun
Didi asks, "How's the carrot?" Gogo simply replies, "It's a
carrot." How is "Waiting for Godot"? It is waiting - waiting
without respite. The play was presented by the Stage Players
under the direction of P atrick Conlon on J uly 13 , 14 and 15.
Samuel Beckett, author of "Godot", presents Gogo, the emotional, poetic side of the pair while the other is Didi , the thinking
man with kidney trouble. The pair seem to represent the opposing
yet dependent aspects of human nature . They are waiting, waiting
for Godot (suspiciously spelled like God). While they sit around,
they toss out epigrams and pithy statements on the condition of
man such as, "Let's don't do anything, It's safer ."The characters
philosophize, chose sides in the Pozzo and Lucky confrontation;
then, they change around again in a floating dance of vague ambiguities that contrasts grotesquely with Lucky's danc~ . ~hile
giving the impression of the hopelessness and dull continmty of
the human experience, Beckett loses his audience through repi tition and overly abstract statements. What Beckett has to say
may be worthwhile but not through the medium of the play .
David Parker as Gogo commands the stage with slapstick
gimmickry. Denny Wise as Didi, however, does not match him in
strength. Too often he failed to provide the strong contrast needed
between the two. Arnold R aiff was astounding as Lucky; James
Chambers was explosively Pozzo. Clifford J acobsak played the
boy.
With Gogo and Didi, I can say "nothing happens".

~ \ease Relll \
One of our fe 11 ow students,
Lynn Adler, is in need of our
help. Lynns sister, Susan, age
16, has kidneys that do not
function properly. Susan must
go to Mt. Sinai Hospital twice
a week to receive treatments
from the new kidney machine.
Everytime she has a treatment
she is given 4 pints of blood.
Her family must replace the
blood: $40 .00 a pint. They are
121 pints behind.
Lynn is asking for our help.
We can donate blood of any
type in Susans name. Call
Skok i e Va 11 e y Hospital or
Lutheran General Hospital and
make an appointment. Tell them
you wish to donate blood to be
transferred to Mt. Sinai Hospital
in Susan Adlers name.
Please help. Without the blood
and treatments, Susan will die.

FRESHMEN
LIBRARY ORIENTATION
Starting in September a new
freshmen orientation program
will begin concerning the use
of the library. It will consist of
two phases: a map of the library
and an introduction to the use
of the library tools. Instructors
will co-operate by assigning
work that requires use of the
resources we have in the library .
The program is in co-operation with the Union of Higher
Education. The program includes the areas of English,
Speech, Math, Art, and Music
to name a few .
In the program freshmen are
first given a test before the
program and then they are given
a test after the program to see
what they have learned. The
objective of the program is self
help , to become familiar with
the library tools.
Mrs. Sophie K. Black of the
Curriculum Materials Center in
the library submitted the proposal for the program . She will
work with others to help carry
out the program.

The faculty and staff of Northeastern Illinois State is really
on the mo ve. Miss Jeanne Aber
and Mr. Seymour Schneider attended the annual Conference
of the American Library Association held in San Francisco,
June 25 through June 30. Dean
Zimmerman represented NIS at
the biennial convention of the
American Association of University Women held in Miami
Beach, Florida, June 18 - 23.
And , Dr. Paul Quinn attended
the meeting of the University
Extension Committee at the
University of Illinois, Urbana,
on July 10, to represent NIS.
Through all of these meetings
the name of Nortbeastern Illinois is re a lly getting around .
Not only is our name coming
into prominence, but , our faculty is as well. Three NIS professors have publications in
circulation. In the N o v ember
1966 issue of The Journal of
Engineering Graphics , Dr. Louis
Weiner has an article entitled
"Transposing Nomograms to
Slide Rules". Dr. Donald Smith,
Director of our Center for Inner
City Studies, has published:
1) "Teaching Spanish to the
Culturally Disadvantaged" , The
Speech Teacher, March, 1966 ,
2) "Civil Rights: A Problem in
Communication," Phylon. The
Atlanta University Review of
Race and Culture , Winter, 1966;
3) "A Speaker Models Project
to Enhance Pupils ' Self-Esteem , " Journal of Negro Education , Spring, 1967; and, 4)
"The White Counselor in the
Negro Slum School," The School
Counselor, May, 1967. Finally ,
Dr. Vin Rosenthal is the editor
of PIAP, the bulletin of the
Psychologists Interested in the
Advancement of Psychotherapy .
Dr. Rosenthal also brought
honors to himself and to Northeastern when he was elected
representative of the Illinois
Psychological Association to
the Council of the American
Psycho 1o g i ca 1 Association.
Furthermore, honors have been
brought upon Dr. Roger Charlier
by his being associated editor
of The Humanities Quarterly (a
pub 1 i c at i on for geographical
sciences and Oceanography).
Congradulations. June Soc hen
has received her Ph.D degree
from Northwestern University,
and, on Jun-e 15, 1967, Carroll
J . Schwartz was awarded his
Ph . D degree in geography at
Michigan State University .
As of July 3, Griff Pitts has
joined the faculty as Executive
Assistant in Academic Counseling and work Study Programs .

,-
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THE SO UNDING BO AR D
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
By Jack Ri chardson
I have no bitter quarrel with you, Mr. Yaffa. We're colleagues,
members of the same department. I'm sure that as writing teachers you and I have far more areas of agreement than of dissent. I
find in your (July 19) Sounding Board article a density of important
ideas to be grappled with through a third or fourth reading. In
that same issue, the INTERIM editors repined, " .... there is a
definite lack of interest in the affairs of the college,'' And '' .... It
is a sorry situation when .... " etc. Well now, I'm glad to note
that you have no such lack of interest; I'm even delighted that
you're not averse to taking a stand and voicing your views via
the Sounding Board, as well as "various classrooms, bordellos,
and bars" . I too am most at ease in those milieu. They swing. In
reading and rereading your "diatribe", I find that I have a hangup, and I've got it bad. My hang-up has something to do with my
emotional as well as intellectual commitment as a teacher. Maybe
I'm too emotional; I don't know . Maybe I try futilely to be all
things to all people, as the saying goes. You be the judge.

You've written that you are not concerned with " .... those
students who are fundamentally uneducable, partially uneducable,
hostile, ignorant and indifferent." This statement poses quite a
comprehension problem to me, because you see, I've never met
such a student -- not in this school, nor in any of the thousand
schools I've visited and worked in . I find the faculty of discovery
couched in every human being. Even the child of retarded mental
development, struggling with the simple task of tying his shoelaces is tackling an enterprise which the brightest chimpanzee
cannot dare to tackle. I just wish I could stowaway inside that
mysterious balloon which we call the human growth process.
Once in there, I'd try to draw some fine lines of demarcation , and
those lines would make abundantly clear where high school
leaves off and college begins; where elementary school leaves
off and Jr. High or high school begins; where personality leaves
off and "responsibility for that material" begins in our teachinglearning theater of operation . But I can't get inside that mysterious balloon, and I can't draw those lines, and I envy deeply the
guys who smugly and dogmatically believe they have the answers
(as if truth were something you could catch by the tail). Me? I 'm
still scurrying after that truth like a cockroach on a hot griddle.
Look what I just noticed: Dr . Berlinger is quoted in the July
19 INTERIM as saying "The cross-section of students will exhibit a wide range of social and academic backgrounds!" (Don't
miss that exclamation mark.) Isn ' t it exciting? Isn't this what the
USA is like? Isn't this , indeed , what the world is like -- seeking
- i_k um1y 1h a 1vers·1ty '?
This hang-up of mine, Mr . Yaffa, is quite easy to explain, but
it's already laid hold of me and I'm inextricably entangled in it.
I can simply explain it like this : I've got to be, "by precept and
temper", concerned with all our students (nay, with all people)
if I'm to call myself a dedicated, a committed, a devoted teacher.
And that's a hang-up of the first magnitude, I think you '11 agree.
It's total. And nearing my fourth decade (that's when Plato tells
me life begins), It's too late for me to change horses in midstream. I don't mind; this is the horse I love to ride .
Yes , colleague, that's the way it is . So let me suggest this:
Send me your uneducable student after you've finished with him .
Let me try to prove that he is educable. I have candles to light;
long dark corridors to illumine . There are horizons to raise;
portals to open; insights to discover. Isn't it possible that
whether or not one is "educable" depends upon who his "educators" are? And those "hostile" students? Send me them, too.
I think I can make them amicable . As long as you've gone that
far , you might as well send me the "ignorant" students. Maybe I
can help them to know just a little bit more about themselves and
the baffling world around them. Then finally, to make the package
complete, let me spare no energy in trying to spark some fire of
dynamism in those "indifferent" ones whom I hear glibly and
blanketly anathematized with the label of apathy. Will you do this
for me? For them? We'll appreciate it. Thanks.
Just one last request: May we all have the "guts and principle"
to demand that everyone who is called a "teacher" BE a teacher?

" . . . Bet you wouldn't say that to his face ."
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SOMETHING NEW:

OCEAN-

FACULTY SKETCH

OGRAPHY
In 196 7 Northeastern (then
Chicago Te ache rs CollegeN orth) became the first college
in the state of Illinois to offer
a course in Oceanography .
This June, our first field study
in Oceanography was organized
by Dr. Roger Charlier of the
geography department, in conjunction with the State University of Baj a California, Eusenada
B.C., Mexico. The students
were given the chance to have
practical experience in the
study of the sea. Meaning was
th us given to the theory part of
the course studied here in
Chicago.

The theory class met for six
weeks under Dr. Charlier here
on campus. At the end of six
weeks a 3 hour examination on
theory was given.
Then the 2 week part of the
course began . The course was
taught by the faculty of the cooperating University. ,It consi sted of fiel d work and laboratory
study in the areas of chemistry,
physics , geology, botany, and
zoology.
In addition to this the students
took a 14 hour ocean cruise,
during which they put into use
the knowledge gained in class .
The course was such a big
success that Northeastern
Illinois State College is now
considering starting a degree
program in Oceanography .

And He Works in a Factory
by Ri~hard Tafilaw

And
And
And
And
And
And
And

he's got a lotta cool.
he always shines his shoes.
he smiles at all the broads.
he smokes because his friends do.
he drinks beer with the boys.
he swears a lot, cause he's tough.
he hates Negroes cause they're
competition to his job.
And he has a pretty wife
And she'll never work cause he's too
proud.
And they have a lotta kids.
And his old man worked in a factory.
And his kids' II work in a factory.
And he works in a factory.
And he makes 90 bucks a week.
And he buys the fastest Chevvy.
And he drives it very fast.
And he pays for it by the month.
And he buys expensive clothes.
And he has a new T.V.
And he pays for it by the month.
And he buys his smokes one pack at a
time.
And his wife has a new washer-anddrier.
And he pays for it by the month.
And he lives in an apartment at 90
bucks a month.
And he looks as happy as can be.
And a machine takes his job.
And his pretty wife gets sick.
And his kids get sick.
And now they're dragging the lake for
his body.

"No enemy would dare bomb this place and end this confusion ."
So reads the sign on Mr. Coleman's office door. Into this pleasantly chaotic atmosphere charged this reporter, hoping to find Mr.
Coleman "at home." After being mercifully supplied with aspirin
and coffee to cure the usual 4:30 p.m. headache, she proceded to
bombard her obliging host with queries.
At present Mr. Coleman is working on his doctorate at the
University of Chicago. His fields of specialization are Hispanic
Dialectology , Philology, and the Spanish American Novel. Undergraduate years were spent at the University of Wisconsin , and he
received his master's degree from Loyola University. When asked
how this transition affected him , he said it was "shocking, Loyola
was far more demanding academically. Carrying this further, the
University of Chicago was a devastating shock."
A major consideration in Mr. Coleman's choice of Spanish as
his field was his two-year study in Italy. When he returned he
decided that a major in a romance language would be ideal. Instead of Italian, he concentrated on Spanish. He met many Latin
American natives and was delighted to find a whole new cultural
vista. Besides he says , "languages are fun!"
A very active individual , Mr. Coleman's activities, past and
present, include the editorial directorship of the Pan-American
Assembly, membership on the Board of Directors of the PanAmerican Cultural Circle, film editorship of the "Espana Magazine" and the chairmanship of the Spanish Department. He had
been previously employed by an advertising firm for five years
and as a Court representative for Family Court, also for five
years. Recently Mr. Coleman spent four weeks in Puerto Rico on
a federal grant. One point of his visit was to study the possibility of a student exchange plan. The outlook appears favorable.
An important question concerning every phase of the college
environment is communications; the establishment of a greater
rapport between students, faculty, and the administration. Mr.
Coleman considers learning an exp e r i enc e equally shared by
teachers and students. This is quite evident in the study of
language, the essence of communication. In answer to a question
concerning school changes, he replied that he welcomed the
ultimate sophistication of the larger school. Particularly appealing is the new Liberal Arts program , creating a multi-purpose
institution. This should not necessitate the sacrifice of greater
rapport; it is quite possible to maintain it even in the large university situation.
Mr. Coleman's expectations for the future include taking his
doctorate at the University of Chicago, furthering students exchange programs and study abroad, and what he thoroughly enjoys - travel.

COMING SOON!!
FINE ART FOR THE
REFINED IN TASTE
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by Stan Sc hrag er
enough of it sticks.
"Mr . Shannon . "
" .. . which brings us, my bright
students, and even those of you
"Yes, Bill ."
who are not so bright, to where
"I'd like to wish you good
we are today in our little survey
luck, Mr . Shannon . Thank you."
course of American Literature ,
He offers his hand. I take it
past and present." I looked
and give it a quick shake .
quickly at the clock; three
''Thank ~ Bill. And good
minutes left. "The big names
luck to you . I hope someday I
today in American literature?
see your name in the papers.''
Some people say there aren't
Now what the hell did I mean
and-that since Hemingway and
by that? Oh, more students to
Faulkner , we have produced no
shake the old teacher's hand
one worthy of taking their place.
and thank him . Better thanks
There is, of course, the slightthat they should have studied
ly over-rated, though immensely
more. I spent three full days
readable, John Steinbeck, the
talking to myself about Thoreau.
voluminous, though somewhat
Really , I couldn't care less
superficial John O'Hara, our
that he built himself a little
best short-story writer today ,
cabin
and lived among the
the emergence of Saul Bellow,
birds and the bees for a while,
a fine writer whose tragedy is
but he never should have writthat he will never be great, and
ten such a boring book about
a few others.'' Two minutes.
it . Poor kids. "Yes. Thank
Come on clock . Move. "Howyou . Good luck to you too . .. reever, we can't forget Norman
member to study .. . remember
Mailer either. If some of you
how important it is nowadays
don't know much about Norman,
that you get a college education
it's not your fault, but Norman's.
. .. English literature next year.
Norman is in no particular
Shakespeare and the boys . ..
hurry to give up his good New
that's all right, don't worry
York City life, which he pays
about it, he's tough at first .. .I
for with occasional pieces for
really don't know where 1'm
the more highly touted magagoing .. . nor what I'll do ... 1'11
zines around, for sitting down
make out , I suppose . .. yes , I
and writing the kind of book he
really do believe that educawrote eighteen years ago . Who
tion is that important . .. the fucan blame him! And if he can't
ture of our country ... " Finally
match it, it's just as well. But
it's over. The last one has left
if I were a betting man, and
the room. Good thing too. I was
God knows I'm not, and I had
running out of c 1 i ch e s and
to choose the next big name in
platitudes, although I guess I
American literature, I'd have to
really do believe most of that
go along with John Updike .
talk about education being our
He's young , has a great talent ,
hope for the future a nd the fu even a genius, and despite
ture a nd the value of an educasome rather unclear passages,
tion. So why the hell am I
and some lapses of good taste
leaving?
in his first big novel , he has
I sit down at my desk , take a
th at one great redeemable
deep breath, and wipe the back
feature : Mr . Updike is incapable
of my hand across my eyes ,
of writing a bad sentence. So I
surprised to find that they are
think I will close today's summore than a little moist . Must
mary lesson by letting John
be the heat . I look out over the
Updike hold in his talented
empty classroom. Do all teachhands a great deal of the near
ers feel this str ange sensation
future of American literature.
when they look out over an
At least until someone better
empty classroom . A deep uncomes along." One minute . I'd
feeling void . Untenanted. Every
like to know Updike. Is a great
empty desk representing past ,
writer born or made? I wonder
present , and future . And a
if he knows . "That's it then .
human being sits in each one
And now comes the time when ·
of them. The faces blur , the
the teacher , the wise old sage,
names mix , some you remember ,
is supposed to give his inspirsome you don't . Even now I
ing message to all his eager
feel it. After only one year - my
students. The long-awaited last
first, perhaps my last. I wonder
day of the school year. I hope
how it would feel after forty
you 've learned something in
years
to look back on an empty
here these past months . I'd
classroom and wonder where it
hate to think I didn 't earn my
a ll went and whether it had
money, little that it was. I've
been worthwhile . That was one
enjoyed it though, my first full
question that I would never
year of teaching. It certainly
have to answer . And I wouldn't
could have been worse . Like all
be able to. I couldn 't even
things . I don't intend to give
answer it after one year , let
you any of that grownup advice
alone forty .
for a couple of reasons . I'm not
One free period now , then the
that much older than most of
last class of my very brief
you. I don't know any . And if I.
teaching career . One more perrecall correctly , I never listenformance . Only once more today ,
ed to any advice from my elder
John Updike, will I leave the
statesmen when I was your age.
near future of American literaGo ahead and make your own
ture in your hand . Only once
mistakes . Then someday try to
more , John Steinbeck of the
teach it all to your own kids
Salinas Valley , will I call you
and wonder why they don't
over-fated, and only once more
listen and learn. Okay . Here
will I tell a class that I have
comes the bell. You can go.
nothing to te 11 them . One more
Good luck to you all and reset of platitudes as the class
member that life is too serious
leaves, a few handshakes perto take too seriously. By the
haps, and then I leave this
way, that's not original. I
brown brick building, to where?
won't be back next year . But
of that I am not quite sure.
you will. Good luck . "
There goes the bell - that
One last thing now . My memo
brassy tinny sound that I've
for today, 7th period, reads a
heard hundreds of times these
quick scrawly "See JWS", and
past months . My students get
there is only one JWS, James
up and begin to file out . The
W. Simpson, our true and good
old treadmill of education ; hit
superintendent, my boss. Time
them with so much and hope
to bid him farewell . I really do
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like him , I remind myself, as I
rouse myself from my pensive
position of laziness , slip out
the door , and walk down a
flight of stairs to the office
and my parting with Mr. James
W. Simpson, superintendent of
Webster High School-East
Branch, not to be confused with
our rivals at the West building ,
apparently our inferiors.
"Hi, Marge. Boss in?"
"Hello, Larry. Yes he is.
He's expecting you . Go on in. "
"Thank you."
The door is open , but I knock
anyway , rousing Mr. Simpson
from a lounging position on a
big, green soft chair, his eyes
taking in the vast lawn right
outside his window .
"Anybody home?"
''Hello Larry . Glad you could
make it. Sit down , will you."
He swings his chair around to
face me and I take the chair
across the table from him .
"How is your last day , Larry?"
''Going along fine, thanks .
One more class .''
"I'm glad you came, Larry. I
wanted to say goodby to you .
I've been thinking of things to
say to you all day. And now I
can 't seem to remember any of
them."
"That's all right, sir ."
"You kn ow I 've enjoyed hav ing you / here this year, Larry.
I think you 're a fine young
teacher. And I hate to see you
leave. Here . I've got something
for you." He reached under his
desk and pulled out an oblong
cardboard box, covered with
green wrapping paper. "It's
just a pair of gloves . It 's from
Norma, Mrs . Simpson . She
wants you to have them . She's
sorry that she couldn't make
them for you herself, but ... well ,
you know how it is."
"Yes , I do , sir . And I'm truly
sorry . "
"So am I. But we 've had our
years together. I guess all happiness , sooner or later, has to
end in separation, like death,
unhappiness, sadness, loneliness, alone. Thirty-seven years
is a long time to spend together
with one person . They've been
good years . Believe me , they
have . I've got no complaints."
I could find nothing to say
that would not sound trite or
stupid . I watched tears come to
the steel-gray eyes of this man
of sixty years, a tall, husky
man with silver-white hair, so
white that it seemed it never
could have been any other
color . His wife, I knew, had an
incurable cancer and would die
within a few months . Last December , the two of them took a
Caribbean cruise and spent
their last Christmas together .
The calendar , to me , was a
neverending string of an unlimited and unknown future,
while to them, to them it was a
death knell, every passing day
bringing them closer to the end ,
conjuring up thoughts and
images of the past, thirty-seven
years, and bringing to them
thoughts and dreams and hopes
of the days that are no more .
''You know , Larry, I keep
thinking that you 're doing something that I always wanted to
do when I was your age and
never had the guts, or the

courage, or even just plain
stupidity to do. I sort of envy
you for what you're doing . I
remember how I felt when I was
your age, so full of energy like
you are, so ambitious for something unknown, or rather for the
unknown, never satisfied, no
matter how good I had it. I
often thought of doing what
you 're doing-just what you 're
doing-throwing everything to
the wind and taking off, and
seeing where I end up and what
I become. But I never did it.
And soon I got too old to
consider it seriously . It became
only a missed dream , a whatmi g h t-h ave-been . And the
trouble is that when you get
old you start wondering how it
might have been different, how
it all might have turned out, if
I had done thirty-five years ago
what you are going to do tomorrow . "
"I envy you , Mr. Simpson.
You 've been happy . When I'm
your age I'd like to have found
all the happiness that you and
Mrs. Simpson have had."
''I know you will , Larry. Someday . And you 're right. I've been
happy. Why are some regrets
inevitable with old age? This
crazy life of ours comes only
once-we do or we don't. We
make big decisions somewhere
along the way , and usually we
don't get another chance. Before
I forget , Mrs . Simpson says a
special goodby to you . She
hopes you enjoy the gloves."
"I'm sure I will , sir . And
please th ank her for me. '' I
would like to leave him now,
yet I can't. This man with the
silver-white hair is staring at
me, perhaps to himself of so
long ago. I see pain in his eyes ,
and I feel his pain deep within
me , as much as the young can
feel the pain of the old. And I
avert his steady gaze; I feel I
am trespassing on a private
region where I do not belong,
not now, and not for many years .
"Mrs. Simpson says that you
will be great someday."
"Did she say how?"
"I ' m afraid not."
"That's too bad. I could have
used the hint. I'm afraid she'll
be disappointed . "
"I'm not so sure. Will you do
some writing , Larry?"
"Yes, some of that . "
"What's your first stop?"
"New York."
"And then?"
"A ship perhaps . "
"A merchant seaman . "
"I can think of nothing more .
free than that."
"You're right there, Larry.
That may be the only thing left
today for the really 'free' spirit.
I have a friend who was a merchant seaman for a few years
back when he was about your
age. He told me once that if
you don't walk away from your
first ship, you '11 never leave . "
"Where is he now?"
"He works for the government
in Washington."
"What happened?"
''He didn't walk away . He
says they had to get him drunk
out of his mind and carry him
off."
"The sea-an endless fascination."
"Even for us old ones, Larry .
But you can go, we can't. Darn!
How I wish I was your age
again! I don't know why I say

that. I've been happy . I've devoted my life to education , t ~ '
young people, and I've had '
thirty-seven wonderful years of
marriage with a truly fine person. And I still wish I was
young again. It's terrible to
grow old. Will you get to
Ireland?"
"I hope to. Ireland is the
cradle of greatness, you know . ''
"Ha! Could be, Mr . Shannon,
could be!"
"Well, Mr . Simpson , I'm afraid
I 've got one more class now.
I'll havetorun. Goodby sir , and
say goodby to Mrs. Simpson for
me and thank her for the gloves.
Thank you for everything.''
We got up and he took my
hand in his. "Goodby, Larry .
Good luck to you son. Should
it all not work out, there's always a place back here for you.''
"Thank you , sir. I'll remember that. Good by . ''
''Goodby, Larry . ''
We shake hands , and I turn
and walk out , feeling his sad
e yes on my back as I leave ,
somber and dismal, and I leave
him, I know , feeling older than
he has ever felt before.
The last performance of the
day is almost over now . I have
left Updike staggering under
the load of the mantle of greatness. I have told my class that
I have nothing to tell them,
that I have enjoyed their class,
and I wish them luck . I have
prepared the farewells for them
when they come up after class
to say gom.:~ ---:;:;--"''° a,d this
time I am determined that my
eyes shall not blur. As ha s
been the case all through the
day, I am wrong on this point.
Try as I do, I cannot but
acknowledge to myself that
when I walk out of this classroom for the last time , I really
and truly do leave a part of me
among the abandoned empty
desks that I have just foresaken for the hope of an unseen future . And with this
thought prevading the faces
that move and the lips that say
farewell and the hands that
reach out for mine , I feel
empty and I feel very sad and
very alone .
I put my books and papers in
order, said goodby to a few
teachers, and got ready to
leave for the last time . A few of
my students and athletes that I
had coached that year strayed
in to say goodby also . Greg
Kingston was the last; although
I had never had Greg in any of
my classes , he did wrestle on
the varsity team that I coached
that year. Greg was one of our
better wrestlers, a dark-haired,
dark-eyed intense young man .
According to his te achers , he
also was a very intelligent
boy . In the course of that year ,
I got to know Greg pretty well.
He used to stay late after the
regular practices and we used
to work some more. Since that
meant that he had missed the
last school bus , I used to drive
him home . Greg wanted to be a
doctor someday, and I encouraged it , probably remembering
back to those days when I, too ,
wanted to be a doctor, but decided that all those years of
studying and my own personality were simply not compatible.
"Mr. Shannon."
"Why hello, Greg. Come on in
and sit down . "
"I'll only stay a minute . I
(Continued on page 4)
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just wanted to say goodby."
I reached to arrange some of
the papers on my desk and let
him say whatever he was going
to say.
"A lot of the guys really admire you for what you ' re doing,
- Mr . Shannon . Giving up all this ,
your job, your gir 1."
That would come later on , I
thought reluctantly. ·
"There's nothing to admire
about it , Greg . It's probably
just an irresponsible action on
my part that I'll regret someday."
"We don't think so, Mr . Shannon . All the kids think you 're a
great guy.''
"Thank you , Greg . But I hardly deserve it."
"Boy, I wish I could do what
you're doing . Someday I would
like to . "
"Don't you dare , young man.
You go right on to college and
become a doctor like we always talk about ;' '
"Yes, but you'll have the
freedom . What an adventure .
Just taking off! Just like that!!
Taking off!"
"It probably won't turn out to
be much of an adventure, and I
assure you , Greg , it was not a
case of 'just like that.'" I could
see the stars in his eyes already , glistening , looking past
me now, with the eyes of wonder
that the young always reserve
for the adventurer , the soldier
of fortune in some far-off land,
the sailor in uncharted waters
and endless horizons in the red
sunset , portrait of fantasy ,
rainbow-chaser, tilter-at-windmills, an illusion, I felt that
nothing"" ~..d'. 1->t"~•~ i>'say would
change what he wanted it to be,
the illusion , the dream, that
ageless boyhood beholds in
vain. That I was chosen to go
forth and slay the mighty dragon
with my tiny sword was surely
not my fault . I could tell him
nothing , SO' I shook his hand
and watched him leave , his
eyes fixed high on some majestic snow-covered peak on
some far-off island where no
man had ever tread .
I said a brief and painless
goodby to my classroom, noting
that it had indeed been a long
day, and then , with a pang of
trepidation , reminding myself
that the most difficult part of
all lay ahead of me - saying
good by to Sally , my fiancee.
Well , sort- of fiancee anyway .
What was it Greg said - "just
like that?"
I stood outside her door a
while longer than necessary ,
gathering my thoughts and preparing myself for my show of
wittiness , urbanity , and sophistication which I hoped would
be my partner for the next few
hours . I rang the bell and waited for the response . She came
quickly and opened the door for
me . Sally , little Sally of the
blue eyes, blond hair, pert
figure , and the smile of crystal ,
so delicately beautiful that it
seemed it might break if it were
exposed too long to the wind
and the rain.
"Good evening, darling.''
"Good evening, my dear
radiant Sally . Is my princess
ready for her big dinner date
with the now retired and unemployed wandering minstrel and
vagabond of the theater of the
absurd?"
"Stop the comedy , my dear
hoy, and I '11 get my coat and
be right with you . "
'' 'Tis not a comedy, my dear,

but a tragedy, for they are one.''
We rode silently to the restaurant, each of us wrapped up in
his own thoughts , alone in them,
yet paradoxic-ally united in our
aloneness by the content of
those thoughts . I was thinking
of her , how I love her , how I
know she might not be here
when - and if - I came back,
and I could feel that she was
thinking of me at that same
moment . Yet this cocoon of our
isolation pervaded what might
have been words , useless
words , idle words, and so we
did not speak.
We arrived at the restaurant ,
took a table in the corner , ordered dinner and two martinis ,
although I knew that she did
not particularly care for marti,
nis. But she knew, also, that I
did. The waiter brought the
drinks .
''So you leave in the morning.' '
"Very early in the morning.
Train leaves at seven . "
"Have you said goodby to
your family?''
"Last night. I was over there
for dinner.''
"What did your mother say?"
she asked .
"She said, as carefully as I
can remember, 'Don't go' . "
'' And what did your father say
to that?''
"He said , 'Go forth, my son,
into the land of Canaan wherefore to slay the mighty serpent
with eight arms and save the
lovely princess from a fate
worse than death."
"Larry , please," she interrupted , and placed her hand
lightly on my sleeve .
"He said let the kid go, that
he's old enough to do what he
wants to do .' '
''I like your parents, Larry.''
''I know. And they like you,
Sal. They think I'm stupid for
leaving you."
"They're ni-ce . "
''I know . I love my parents .
Sometimes I even like them . "
''I read that somewhere.''
''Must have been the same
place I read it. But it's good
anyway."
"Were your brothers there?"
"Mm-hmm . "
"What's that me an?"
"Latin for yes. "
"What did they say?" she
asked.
"Which one?"
''Your older brother . ''
"He said, 'Am I my brother's
keeper?' "
"And the Ii ttle one?"
"Little scientist-to-be? He,
in his supreme indifference to
the subjective mockeries of
life, muttered a few appropriate
phrases, grunted at the proper
times - he thinks I'm a little
nuts anyway - and in a most
magnanimous gesture offered
to drive _me to the station tomorrow.' '
"And what did you say?"
"Thanks, that I '11 take a cab.''
"Larry . "
"Yes, my fair princess whose
beauty is only exceeded by the
distant . .. ' '
''No , Larry . Please . No more
jokes. Let's be serious for
once . Please."
"Okay, Sally, I'm sorry . "
''Larry , you know I love you. ' '
"And I love you, Sal. Honest."
"Then why, Larry. Why . "
"Sally , honey, it's not easy
to explain. I'm not even sure I
know why - not in words anyway. It's something I want to

do, something I have to do. I
could never settle down - what
a horrible term - until I had
done it. Honey, I'm not a kid
running away from home. I ' m
just looking to find a life that's
a little more, to suit my v ision
of life, at least as much of a
vision as I have now. I've got
to make the choice now, and
right now this has got the better
claim on me . And this will
make my life bigger, fuller,
more meaningful. Now I know
that maybe sounds a little silly
or corny , and usually I don ' t
talk this way about it , and I
wouldn't except to you. I love
you , Sal , I really do , and I wish
I wasn 't the way I am , that I
could marry you tomorrow , but
I can ' t - not until I do this
thing I've got to do and find my
own place, whatever and whereever that place may be, bad or
good . I don't expect you to
understand all of this , Sa l. No
one does . I mea n everyone has
got their own version of this
thing - the way they see it - my
family , Mr . and Mrs . Simpson,
the kids at school , and even
you Sal. Because you love me,
you'll see it as something different too. Does any of this
make any sense? "
"Maybe. I don 't really know .
But I love you , and I don't want
you to leave."
''But tomorrow I leave.''
"And return?"
"I don't know, Sally . I really
just don 't know. Maybe a
month , maybe a year, ten years,
maybe never. I just don't know.' '
"Never is a long time, Larry .
A very long time . Larry . .. you
can't expect me to wait for
someone who may never come
back . "
''I don't . You 're young , pretty ,
and will make some pe rson a
fine wife. No , Sally, I dion 't expect you to wait. I know when
I leave tomorrow on that seven
o'clock train for New York that
I leave you behind ."
"Where do you go from New
York?"
"I don ' t know. Europe. The
East. South America . I don't
know . . .I don't know . "
The food came . We ate dinner
in silence, a shattering silence
in almost sacred stillness.
Neither of us was very hungry ,
and on the way home we did not
speak of the matter . As if by
tacit agreement, we dwelled
only on trivialities, avoiding
any mention of what had been
so painful to us before . So it
was over. I took her to her
door, stood awkwardly beside
her as she fumbled for the key ,
found it , and opened the door .
I did not promise her I would
write. I did not even kiss her
goodby. I stood silently, avoiding the look in her eyes which
I knew would contain only sadness and hurt, and muttered a
brief goodby, feeling the words
almost choke in my throat. I
swallowed hard, turned , and
walked away . As I got in my
car and drove away , through
the rear-view mirror I could still
see Sally in the doorway , her
eyes following the path of my
car as I drove away under the
mercury-vapor street lights and
the almost full moon of a warm
evening i n June .
I did not sleep that night at
all. I arranged the little luggage
that I was taking, taking special
care to remember to pack the
gloves from Mrs . Simpson . I took
a cab to the train station early
the next morning. I arrived in
plenty of time , bought a paper,
and took a window seat . After
a few paragraphs the news did
not hold my attention . I sat and
looked out the window for what
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seemed many minutes , although
it was not long at all. I felt the
train start under me and begin
its slow exit. There were
people on the platform waving
to their people on the train.
Some waved back. Some did not.
Everybody waved. But not
everybody waved back. On the
seat in front of me was a young
soldier in uniform. His face
pressed up against the windowpane, straining to see beyond it.
As we drew abreast of a pretty
young girl in a tan coat , his
strained and tight face relaxed
into a broad smile , and he too ,
like all the others, put up his
hand to wave . And the young
girl in the tan coat put her hand
to her lips, raised it, and moved
it slowly above her he ad in a
gentle arc until the train was
out of sight in the distance .

A CAREER AS A
CHICAGO TEACHER
Excellent salary - $6,000 up
Liberal Pension Plan
·
Paid Sick Leave
Tenure after three years
Promotion within system
Professional growth
Opportunities for additional
income
For information on certification
and employment procedures,
write to:
Di rector, Teach er Recruitment
Chicago Public Schools
228 North LaSalle Street
Room 1005
Chicago, illinois 60601

I put my head back and closed
my eyes, listening to the smooth
mechanical hum of this brainless inhuman creature of iron
and steel , who had only to follow the track beneath it to
reach its destination . I felt a
surge of excitement , greater
than I had ever known before ,
about the unknown future before
me , yet I felt also the fear of
uncertainty and of that same
unknown. I knew I was doing
what I had to do , what I wanted
to do . I knew all men were not
like me , that I was not like all
men . In many ways . I envied
them .
Yet I know, that for now, their
way could never be my own.
I hope that I may soon find a
winter so that I may use my
new gloves.

STUDENTS!
Work 4 hours per day
Monday through Friday

As Parcel Loaders
$2.85 per hour
If you are over 18 years of
age and have a good work
record .
apply at

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
2518 W. LAWRENCE AVE.
Monday through Friday
9:00 to 4:30
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FINE ART FOR THE
REFINED IN TASTE
WASHING - STARTERS - TUNEUPSBRAKES - ROAD SERVICE

ESPOSITO SERVICE ST A TION
3426 W. BRYN MAWR AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 60645
WE ACCEPT MOST MAJOR OIL COMPANY CREDIT
CARDS. SPECIALLY SERVING NISC STUDENTS
AND FACULTY.
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WE'RE BRAND NEW!
AND WAITING TO MEET YOU ALL!

5607 NORTH KIMBALL
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MUR - .MUR
by Murray Weiner
Less than five years have passed since the Cuban cns1s
shocked the nation , yet few Americans know the seri es of events
which almost caused World War III. George knows them, he was
there .
George Gonzales, a sophomore at N .I.S.C. has been in the
United States for five and a half years through political asylum
from Cuba. Although George likes the United States, he feels he
has an obligation to return to Cuba.
Naturally George has been very concerned with Communism in
Cuba. He has been reading as many books as he can on Cuba,
Castro and Communism . He told me.
"According to my thinking, Communism is a philosophy. One
of the principal reasons in Communizing a nation is to create a
system which will distribute the wealth more or less equally. It
is done with the purpose of providing basic needs for the whole
population. In exchange for this system , which provides an idealistic solution for man's basic needs, man renounces his liberties
and attaches his mind to a one party system which controls almost
every step of his life . In totalitarian Communism, men are not
allowed to decide what kind of doctrine , principles or concept
they should work for. Instead each is forced to work under a
Marxist-Leninist ideology . Under Communism, the state owns you
and trys to provide for you . They do not expect you to think for
yourself. "
George feels the background of Cuba supplies the reason why
it is not controlled by Castro. "For a long time Cuba needed
political changes as well as a bette r distribution of wealth . Politically, the government of Cuba was led by a group of corrupt
politicians who made their wealth by grafting from the treasury of
Cuba. When Castro began campaigning against Batista, he prom-
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THINKING THINGS OVER
by ~ean Polachek
Characters:

Rolph

Sam:

Jim:

Jim:

y

Maybe the Senate isn't all that it could be , but it still is potentially the
most powerful student organization in the school. The senate exists for
the purpose of serving the students. If I don't make my voice felt by
voting for the candidates and the platform of my choice , I have no right
to complain about the things that I don't like.

Ralph: Wait a minute pa 11 What you say is fine in theory . But let's face it,
you're living in a dream world . Things just don't happen that way at
NISC. You speak of candidates and platforms. The only people who are
willing to run as candidates are those who think that they can win on
the basis of popularity. And platforms! The only platforms that I have
ever seen around here are the ones that are found in the cafeteria every
Wednesday for Bughouse Square.
O.K. wise guy, tell me then; what would you do if you had a real gripe
about the way things were done around here? Who wou Id you go to?

Ralph: I'd go to someone higher up in the administration. Someone who could
really do something for me.

~

H• m

O.K. man , I'm tuned in . What's your beef?

Ralph: The Student Senate is a big title for a bunch of goof-offs most of whom
don't even take an interest in their own organization. It's easy to get
into. You don't even have to be elected . All you need to have is a familiar face, and you can get appointed to office. Being a senator is a status
symbol to people outside our college. It certainly isn't one on campus.

cuiii~
<:l-

Hey guys, did you hear that the Student Senate is going to have an election this fa 117

Ralph: The Student Senate? What did it ever do for me? You're crazy if you
think that I would consider voting in that misnomer which they call an
election.
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CUBA AT AGLANCE
ised the people social changes for which there was no need. Cuba
lacked ;:,, strong middle class. When Castro was in the mountains
he denied being a Communist. He realized he could only get Cuba
through the middle class . The poorer people didn't know what was
going on . They didn't have the mediums of communications.
"Castro's cry was 'the Cuban revolution is neither Capitalist
nor Communist; it is just Cuban and humanist.' He won the revolution with his idea . The men who backed Castro were not Communists. About 75% of the men in the mountains with Castro were
young anti-Communists who realized Cuba needed a social change."
In George's estimation, Castro had about 90% of the Cuban
population behind his cause. The people were so emotionally
involved with the revolution , they were determined to do whatever
they had to in order to make Cuba a better country.
"A police force was hardly needed in the first few months of
the revolution . The high sense of nationality was so great, it was
difficult to believe. Castro began to economize the country . He
gave private land to the people in 1959. A year later he collected
the land and made a collective system. At first he emphasized
private enterprise. A year later, he began to nationalize it. The
first year Cuba was semi-democratic."
Castro promised elections and at the same time was building
a large military force. Because of the emotional involvement, the
people did not stop to realize Castro's scheme. They felt that
Castro was next to God, and some thought he was "god." They
thought that Cuba would soon be a paradise.
"By 1960, the military force of Cuba was very powerful. Castro
began substituting top Communists in the place of the young men
who fou'ght with him in the mountains. While Castro was in the
mountains, the Communists were supporting Batista. Because of
this, the people had a great dislike for Communists.
"By 1960, Castro became a dictator because of the strength
of his army . He was able to control the country by force. By his
second year he had taken back most of what he had given the
people. The morals , economy and the pride of the people began
to decrease . Now the majority began to revolt against Castro. "
George bagan to work against Castro. George left school in
Cuba in 1961 when he participated in the Student Strike against
Castro. The students were on strike because the Communists were
violating the students rights and were forcing Communist books
into the classroom. He became involved in the underground organization. The purpose of the organization was to publish newspapres
against the Communist takeover in schools. The organization also
engaged in seeking financial aid for their organization. Later the
underground organization became involved in sabotage work.
NEXT ISSUE: George discusses his organizations
secret infiltrations into Cuba after fleeing to the
U.S.
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Granted , that the administration of our college is here to serve us , But
your line of reasoning will lead us back to the time of the Enlightened
Despots of the eighteenth century. What if the administration doesn't
see things your way?

Ralph: You know something Jim, I think you have something there. If there
really is a value in a student senate, how do we make it more important?
How could we get other students interested in it?
Jim:

It all boi Is down to issues. Speaking of issues , I have a few gripes
about the way things are going on here . Bughouse Square is meeting
here next Wednesday and .... . .

NISC OR DOGPATCH CHICAGO?

If the above photograph looks familiar, there is a good chance
that you helped to create the scenery in the foreground . Just in
case it doesn't, it is none other than the north-east entrance to
NISC.
Although it is possible that the architect who designed our
school planned to have just such a gaping hole in the broad expanse of sod that surrounds the school, he did not put these plans
in his blueprints .
Also seeming to contradict the above hypothesis, is the fact
that although the campus was completed in 1961, the decorations
that appear in the photograph did not appear until two years ago.
Incidentally, repairs are being made every day . It seems that a
very pesty nuisance called grass tries very hard (especially during the spring and summer months) to destroy the artistic? effect
which is created by the careful use of leather edged drawing tools.
Many artists are needed to create the type of effect which has
been produced . If the work becomes too exhausting for the summer
staff, they only have to hang on a little longer. September promises to bring 1500 new artists to our school, not counting the ones
who are on a summer leave of absence .
And just think, there are those ignorant ones who think that
grass looks better than artwork. I wonder where their education
failed????
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FACULTY RALLY FAILS: LOSE 15-1
STUDENTS SMASH FACULTY!

''BASHER" BUTLER

Despite the efforts of "Dizzy "
Liebow on the mound , and the
powerful (less?) hitting attack
led by "Killer" Kane, the
students hung on to a slim lead
and squeeked out a 15 to 1 Victory over NISC ' s faculty.
Heroes were found on both
side . On the fa cu 1 t y side of
the ledger Dr. Weiner's running
catches in right field prevented
the rout from becoming a catastrophe. Mr. Gonzales showed
that he is well on his way to
becoming a "Smokey Burgess "
when he stepped up to the plate
in the fifth inning and beat out
the first pinch hit of his carear.
He also won the Most Valuable
Player Award . Pacing the faculties hitting attack was Mr.
Kane with 2 hits .
For the winning students, some
of the sparkplugs were Ron
Battles , Rod Browder, Rob
Pelicore, Ray Johannsen and
John Presko to name just a
few . The winning pitcher was
I:ave Dieron.
The game was not as one
sided as the final score would
indicate. The faculty jumped
to a one run lead in the first
inning and retained this margin
until the fourth inning.
"Victory is counted sweetest
by those who nare succeed"
and rumour has it that spring
training will start very early
for the faculty next year.

M.V.

''DIZZY" LIEBOW

•

AWARD
SAFE OR OUT?

STRIKE THREE

''SPEEDY" GONZALES

''Kl LLER" KANE

''OUR HERO"

